
Searching the Heritage Collections Elgin-St. Thomas database
With over 250,000 records in our online database, here are 

-10 tips to help you conduct a more effective search! &

-10 common database searches!



Upgrades to our online database
In the last couple of years, our online database has undergone a number of improvements 

Last year (2021): inclusion of the Elgin County Museum records as well as 

the records of:
-Aylmer-Malahide Museum and Archives

-Backus-Page House Museum

-Edison Museum of Vienna

-Elgin County Railway Museum

-Forge and Anvil Museum

-Gay Lea Dairy Museum

-North America Railway Hall of Fame

-Port Burwell Marine Museum

-St. Thomas-Elgin Public Art Centre

-*in 2022, the Oneida Language and Cultural Centre was added

2021: -Enhanced and intuitive search functions

-Better ability to comment on records

-Ability to index and search PDF documents

-Zooming capability on fire insurance plans

-Improved streaming of video and audio files

2022: -Flipbook-style viewer for PDFs

-Newspaper finding aid
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1. Use quotation marks

Use quotations around key words, if you are looking for a specific name. This helps 

to narrow down your search and avoid irrelevant search results. For example, if you 

are looking for information on Lloyd Jarvis, enter the search term “Lloyd Jarvis”. 

That will weed out records that just happen to contain both “Lloyd” and “Jarvis” in 

the description. 

A search of Lloyd Jarvis returns 441 records, and “Lloyd Jarvis” returns 56. *Please 

note: capitalization is not important when searching.



2. Check the box “Limit to records with online 

photographs”
Many researchers consult our online database specifically to look for pictures. 

Clicking on the checkbox directly below the keyword search box before you do 

your search, will only return results with images that are visible online! If I was 

looking for images of the St. Thomas Metallic Vault Company, this would be a 

good way to search (it returns 19 records, all of which include images of the 

company): *Please note: capitalization is not important when searching.



3. Sorting the results by date
When someone conducts a search of our database, they are often looking 

for a record from a certain timeframe. There are two ways to 

organize/sort results by date:

-after the keyword has been searched and the results appear on the 

screen, you can go to the top right-hand corner and select from the drop 

down “Sort by oldest” (or “Sort by newest”). This arranges the results by 

date. 



Another way to search by date is to enter your search term, and then click on 

“Advanced Search” on the main screen (before you conduct your search). 

Towards the bottom of the screen, you can either move the slider to specify a 

date range, or enter it in “From Year, To Year”. *Please note: capitalization is 

not important when searching.



4. Removing irrelevant newspaper results
Since we have launched our newspaper finding aid, which has allowed all of our newspaper 

pages to be searched, we have found that a number of irrelevant newspaper pages now 

show up as search results, given the power of our key word search engine, also known as 

optical character recognition (or OCR). Although you might want to do a quick browse to 

see if some might actually be useful results, you might want to remove these from the 

search results, to focus in on the most relevant records. You can do this after you have 

conducted your search. Just go to the “Fonds/Collection” section on the left hand side of 

the page, and deselect “Elgin County Newspaper Collection”. Then hit “Apply”.



5. Removing irrelevant pdf results
Since all of our pdf documents, including our by-laws, council minutes, and numerous other 

publications, can now be searched, we have found that a number of irrelevant pdf 

documents now show up as search results. Although you might want to do a quick browse 

to see if they might be useful results, you might want to remove these from the search 

results, to focus in on the most relevant records. You can do this after you have conducted 

your search. Just go to the “Material Type” section on the left hand side of the page, and 

deselect “records in electronic form”. Then hit “Apply”. 



6. Searching newspapers
There are two ways to search our newspapers: by conducting a specific search (searching 

by key word), or by browsing the individual newspaper issues. The easiest way to search is 

to click on our Newspaper Finding Aid (found about halfway down our main search page). 

Then, you can enter a search term in the box. Or, as shown on the right, you can browse 

individual issues of the newspapers. Click on the name of the newspaper you are interested 

in, and it will display the digitized/available issues. 



7. Making selections 
You can select any of our database records, and request more information from archives’ staff, print the 

description of the record, download a pdf, or email yourself a list of selections. To select one or more 

records, press “Select” right below the record on the search results screen. You can then see your 

selections by clicking on the top right-hand corner of the screen. While you are searching, you can also 

share individual records, provide feedback or discuss them, and create a permalink, so that you can 

always find the record again. These buttons are next to the “Select” button”. 



8. Viewing recently added records
If you are curious about what collections we are currently working on, and what records we have been 

adding to the database recently, you can click on “Recently Added Records”. 



9. Searching popular topics
Many of our records have been assigned a “subject term”. That way, all records 

with the same subject are grouped together and can be found with a simple link. 

If someone just wants to browse a particular topic, they can click on one of the 

“popular topics” on our main search screen, and see all records relating to that 

topic. 



10. Using Advanced Search
By using Advanced Search, you can narrow your search down to a specific media type, archival hierarchy 

(collections, series, file, item), and the institution that houses the record. You can also browse 

collections, subjects, names and places. Or, if you are looking for something specific, you can specify 

search terms within a database field (Title, Collection, Material Type, Names, Subject, Place, Accession 

Number, Institution, and Series). 



Now, here are 10 of our most 

frequent inquiries, with tips on how 

to search our database to find what 

you are looking for!
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1. Photographs of people and family 

members
Use quotations around key words, if you are looking for a specific name. This helps 

to narrow down your search and avoid irrelevant search results. For example, if you 

are looking for information on Lloyd Jarvis, enter the search term “Lloyd Jarvis”. 

After you’ve entered the search term, check the box “Limit to records with online 

photographs” underneath the search box. 

*Please note: capitalization is not important when searching.



Photographs of family members

If you are looking for ANY members of the Jarvis family, enter “Jarvis” as a search 

term. 

After you’ve entered the search term, check the box “Limit to records with online 

photographs” underneath the search box. 

*Please note: capitalization is not important when searching.



2. Photographs of houses/businesses
To find a photograph of a house, the best thing to do is to enter the address into our 

database. For example, if you are looking for a photograph of 58 Wellington Street in 

Aylmer, look up “58 Wellington”. And, of course, click on the box “Limit to records with 

online photographs”. Best not to include the words “Street” or “Road”, etc., since it might 

be listed in a different format. If you are not finding results with the exact street number 

and name, you can see if you can spot the house on the road, by entering a search term 

like “wellington Aylmer”. And clicking on the photograph box below. (If you get no results 

for either the street address or the street name, you can also try entering in the name of a 

family that you know was associated with the house, or if the house had a title). 

*Please note: capitalization is not important when searching.



Photographs of businesses
Similar to how you would find a photograph of a house, the best thing to do is to enter the 

address of the business into our database. And then click on the box “Limit to records with 

online photographs”. You can also try entering the name of the business. And clicking on 

the photograph box below the search field. For the St. Thomas Metallic Vault Company, 

here are the two search results for entering in the business name (search “metallic vault”) 

(on left) and address (search “155 Curtis”) (on right). *Please note: capitalization is not 

important when searching.



*Tweedsmuirs as a source of photographs of rural 

houses and businesses
Once other thing we should mention is that the Women’s 

Institute Tweedsmuir Histories are another good source of 

photographs of houses and businesses, especially if they are 

a rural (farm) house or business, or located in a small town. 

The Tweedsmuir Histories might be entered into our 

database individually as photographs, or you could search for 

the pdf of the Tweedsmuir by entering a search term such as 

“Wallacetown Tweedsmuir” (or go to our finding aid here: 

https://www.elgincounty.ca/ElginCounty/CulturalServices/A

rchives/tweedsmuir/index.html). *Please note: 

capitalization is not important when searching.



3. Information on family
We have created a brochure, which outlines various resources you can check, both at the archives and 

online, for information on family: https://bit.ly/3o4YUEM

To search our online database, simply enter the name of the person. For example, “Jack Bissett” (search 

results on the left, below). If you are looking for information on the Bissett family in general, enter the 

search term “Bissett” (search results on the right, below). Even if you are looking for a specific person, 

it is always good to as well do a general search (ie.) “Bissett” in addition to a specific search of the 

person’s name, in case his name is listed as something like “J. Bissett”. *Please note: capitalization is 

not important when searching.



4. Business information
Other than photographs of businesses (which we’ve already covered), some of the main things that 

people want to know about businesses are: addresses, dates of existence, and owner. The first thing to 

do is a general search of the business name, or address (if you know it). We also have a number of Elgin 

County directories (many of which are digitized and viewable on the online database), and many St. 

Thomas city directories (digitized up to 50 years after publication, so 1971; more recent years can be 

viewed in our reading room). You can browse these by looking up (including the year) “elgin county 

directory 1865” (search results on bottom left); or, you can look up “st Thomas directory 1967” for the 

1967 St. Thomas City Directory (search results on bottom right). Or, you can browse “City and County 

Directories” in the Quick Start section of our main search page. *Please note: capitalization is not 

important when searching.



5. Information on property
We have created a brochure, which outlines various resources you can check, both at the archives and 

online, for information on property: https://bit.ly/3yJci67 Similar to business information, people are 

often interested in when a property was built, what it looked like at a certain time, and previous 

owners. Looking up the address of the property on our online database would be the first step to see 

what information we have on that property. Also, look up any family names of people you suspect once 

owned the property, or if the property had a business name. A valuable source of information is Fire 

Insurance Plans (FIPs). We have plans for St. Thomas and many communities in Elgin County. FIPs contain 

detailed information about the physical composition of buildings, provide insight into the physical 

development of a site over time, and can help determine an approximate date of construction. To search 

for fire insurance plans, enter “fire insurance” and the name of the town you are looking for: ie. “fire 

insurance fingal”. The FIPS also have a special zooming feature, which you can enable by clicking on 

“large document” and “Zoom in”. *Please note: capitalization is not important when searching.

https://bit.ly/3yJci67


6. Community history
If you are looking for general community history, you can just do a general search of the town, for 

example, Lyons. This will come up with many results (1409 results). Many of the irrelevant results will be 

newspaper results or records in electronic form. To remove these, conduct the search, and then deselect 

the “Elgin County Newspaper Collection” from the Fonds/Collection section, and “records in electronic 

form” from the Material Type section (see below for examples). Press “Apply”, and then you will find 

more relevant search results. *Please note: capitalization is not important when searching.



Tweedsmuir Histories
As well as being a great source of photos of houses, one of our most useful collections relating to general 

community history are the Women’s Institute Tweedsmuir History books. They document much of the 

early history of the communities, including schools, businesses, farms, and people. To search for the 

Tweedsmuir books, just put in the search term “clachan tweedsmuir”, for example. Which will bring up 

this book (bottom, left) as a search result. You will notice that there is an option to view the book as a 

“flipbook”. The intention of this feature is to recreate the experience of paging through material as you 

would with the physical item. You can see an example on the bottom-right. All of the multi-page pdfs on 

our online database have this capability. *Please note: capitalization is not important when searching.



7. Municipal records
In our collections, we hold the records of 16 former (and 7 current) municipalities. These include council 

minutes, by-laws, tax assessment rolls, financial records, correspondence, engineering records and 

photographs.  To see all of the records that we have for a specific municipality, you could do an 

advanced search: click on “Advanced Search and Browse” on the main search screen. Go to “Select a 

field”, and then drop-down to “Fonds/Collection”. If you want to search the Village of Dutton records, 

you would put in the search term “Dutton”. Then, scroll through the results until you see one that 

belongs to the Village of Dutton. After you click on “More detail”, you can click on the “Part Of” field 

(below, left), which will direct you to all of the Village of Dutton records. If you are looking for 

something specific, you can enter a search term like “Dutton council minute 1963” (search results, 

below right). (Many of our municipal records have been digitized, and are available on our database for 

viewing). *Please note: capitalization is not important when searching.



8. Maps
The best way to search for maps is to enter the terms “map” and then whatever township you are 

interested in. And then you can sort the maps by date. Since many of the maps don’t have a lot of detail 

in the description, it is always best to be general with your search terms, but if you want a specific type 

of map, such as an Elgin County Surveyor Map, you could enter a search term like “elgin county surveyor 

map” (see below). Here are the search results for that term, with the results sorted by date (which you 

can select in the top right corner). *Please note: capitalization is not important when searching.



9. Alma College records
One of our largest collections is the Alma College fonds, and we receive many inquiries about these 

records, both from the general public wondering about the students and building, academic researchers 

inquiring about aspects of the education and traditions, and relatives looking for information about 

individual students. To search the records, enter the name of the student (or just last the last name is 

usually best, since the first name could have been listed as an initial). Then, go to “Advanced Search 

and Browse”→ Select a field→ Fonds/Collection, and then enter “alma”. Then press “Search” at the 

bottom. So, a search for student Helen Fowler would be as follows: 

(It would be a similar search if you are looking for a different topic about Alma College, such as the  

“amphitheatre”). *Please note: capitalization is not important when searching.



10. Subjects
There are a few ways to conduct a general subject search. For example, if you are looking for records on 

the Michigan Central Railroad, you can go to the Popular Topics links on the main search page. Or, 

leaving the keyword box empty, you could go to “Advanced Search and Browse”→ Select a field→

Subject, and then enter “Michigan central”. Then press “Search” at the bottom. Or, you can just enter 

“Michigan central” (in quotes) as a keyword, that should give you all relevant results. *Please note: 

capitalization is not important when searching.



Detailed Search Help
We hope that by sharing with you our search tips and examples of the most common 

database inquiries, you are better able to navigate and search our online database! If you 

ever need more help, a Detailed Search Help button can be found at the top and bottom of 

the main search page.



Questions?
And of course, the Elgin County Archives and Museum staff are available if 

anyone has questions about the database!! Feel free to contact us:
Gina Dewaele, Assistant Archivist, gdewaele@elgin.ca, 519-631-1460 ext. 154

Amber Mandich, Archivist Assistant, amandich@elgin.ca, 519-631-1460 ext. 127

Ally Shelly, Museum Assistant, ashelly@elgin.ca, 519-631-1460, ext. 193

If you have any inquiries about records from other institutions, consult the contact 

information from their website links, which are found on the main search screen:

mailto:gdewaele@elgin.ca
mailto:amandich@elgin.ca
mailto:ashelly@elgin.ca

